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Abstract 

The switched reluclance motor (SRM) has attracted world-wide interesl as a new industrial 
drive. The attractive features of this machine are its compactness and simplicity. Efficiency is 
an importam factor when handling power in the drive system of such motor. There fore, the 
aim of the closed loop control strategy presented by Ihis paper is to drive Ihe switched 
reluctance moto; at optimum efftciency. This can be achieved by a proper choice of the best 
combination of control variables which ensure highest efficiency over a wide- range of speed 
lnd torque. 
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The decision about the best combination is based on the analysis of results obtained by a 
modeling computer program. This program is vmtten to simulate the 3-phase, 1.1 kW, 800 
R.P .M. prototype model already built in El-Mansoura Electrical Machine Laboratory [I}. It 
calculates the motor perfonnance: average torque, efficiency and the instantaneous phase 
current over a wide-range of speed. The carried out analysis gave the best combination of 
control variables and a simple relationship between them. They had been limited to be the 
switch-on angle (9Qn) and the conduction-angle (aJ. 

The integrated drive system, including the relevant controllers, has been built and tested. 
Microcomputer steering of the command signals with speed and rotor position feedback is 
apptied. The deduced relationship between Son and Sc is implemented in the control loop, 
simulating the basic feature of the proposed control strategy. 

The comparison berween the measured and calculated wave-forms of the instantaneous phase 
current shows a good concordance. In additibn, steady operation is attained. 

I. Introduction 

The use of a new type of variable reluctance stepping mOtor, called switched reluctance 
motor (SRJ..1), in conjunction with elecuonic devices leads to a new speed drive system. A 
SR.~ with electricaUy switched stator \vindings can be used as a variable speed drive. It tends 
to exhibit characteristics similar to a series dc motor. Its speed can be controlled over a wide 
range by controlling the switChing parameters. Modem power semiconductor switching 
devices, such as the power transistor and the gate turn-off thyristor are now capable of 
bringing out the optimum performance from such type of motors. Position sensors feed rotor 
position information to an electronic controller which automatically maintains the stator mmf 
excitation pattern in step with the rotating rotor, ensuring optimum torque production. 
Additional feedback loops can adjust the nature of the inherent speed torque characterist ics. 

The SRlvl is a kind of stepping motor. It is essentially an electromechanical drive in which 
both Stator and rotor afe slotted and torque is developed by magnetic forces between 
particular stator and rotor teeth. Rotation is produced by sequential switching of the pattern 
of mmf applied to the stator teeth. Excitation is only on the stator side, and the rOtor has no 
windings or bars. Simple concentrated stator coils are wound around main poles, with 
diametrically opposite windings connected in series to fonn a single phase. The basic 
elements of a doubly-salient two-pole reluctance motor are shown in Fig.la where the 
corresponding variation of inductance with rotor position and the torque produced for the 
pair of stator poles are depicted in Fig.lb. In this figure only twO of a larger number of stator 
poles are included. During movement of the rotor-poles under the stator-poles the reluctance 
of the magnetic circuit will vary and therefore the inductance of the phase-winding. A 
complete cycle of the varying inductance occurs over the angular-displacement regions R l 
through RS, which is equal to a rotof pole-pitch. The number of cycles of inductance 
variation per revolution is proportional to the number of rOlOf pole pairs. The cycle of the 
varying inductance, shown in Fig.lb represents the so called ,. ideal inductance pattern"[2}. 
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Fig . l Basic elements, Inductance variation, and torque variation in SRiV[ 

Torque is developed by the tendency for the magnetic circuit to adopt a configuration of 
minimum reluctance (maximum inductance). The to rque is independent of the direction of 
current flow so that unidirectional currents can be used, permitting a simpliflcation of the 
electronic driving circuits. In general because of magnetic nOnlinearit ies: the torque T must he 
calculated in terms of co-energy W' [3 J as shown, 

T(e i) = 0\V(9, i) , oe (1) 

Frem Eq. l, it is noted that changes in co-energy depend on both the angular position of the 
roto r and on the instantaneous value of the current. Proper allowance for both of these 
factors must be made in predicting performance, but by considering a simplifled model 
(negiecting magnetic saturation and copper losses) Eq. l can be simplified to [3) ; 

T(e i) = i' dL 
. 2 de 

(2) 

So, The associated variation o f torque for a constant coil current follows Eq.(2) and is shown 
in Fig . lb. The torque can be controlled to give a positive nction (i .e. motor action) or a 
negative action (i.e. generator action) simply by switching the current in the coil on and off at 
appropriate instants during the inductance cycle. 

II. General Configuration Of The Drive System 

The overall configuration of the implemented system is shown in Fig.J . I . It can be divide into 
several parts; the SRM', the power circuit, and the control and measuring ci rcuils. 

1. Power Circuit 

It consists of three pans; a constant voltage-source, a braking circuit, and a Mosfel inverter. 
These three pans are shown in Figure 2 . 
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Flg.2 General Block-diagram or the Drive System 

A. Constant Voltage-Sou rce 
The supp ly voltage is rectified using a three-phase diode bridge perfonning uncontroUed DC 
power-source. The output voltage is smoothed by a capacitor bank in order to get a DC 
constant voltage-source. 

B. Braking Circuit 
Because the power supply is made of a diode bridge and a shunt smooching capacitor bank, 
the power supply does not able to be a sink for the re:lucned energy which is generated when 
the motor is operated in the braking mode or in the freewheeling period. So, the capacitor 
bank will over-charged and exceeds the maximum allowable bus voltage, This voltage must 
be limited to a chosen value for safe mosfet operation. Th.is can be done by connecting a 
braking resistor in series with a mosfet switch across the capacitor bank as' shown in Fig.2. 
When the capacitor bank voltage exceeds a certain limit value, the mosfet will turned on and 
the braking resistor will be in paraliel with the capacitor bank and the returned energy from 
the motor will dissipated into. When the bus voltage is decreased to another certain value, 
greater than V de ' the mosfet switch is switched off. 

C. Mosfet Inverter 
The power circuit used here consists of six power mosfets, each phase has two mosfets as 
shown in Fig.3 . This circuit allows the mosfet switch to be rated close to the maximum 
supply voltage. This is important where the available switch voltage may be limited . This 
circuit has three main modes of operation. The firs t, a positive voltage loo p, occurs when 
bmh switching devices of the phase are turned on, the supply voltage is connected across the 
phase winding and the current in the phase winding increases rapidly, supplying energy to the 
motor. The second of operation is a zero voltage loop. This occurs if either of the two 
switching devices is turned off while current is flowing in the phase winding. Energy is 
neither taken from nor returned to the de supply minimizing the current ripple rating of the 
supply capacitor. The third mode of operation is a negative voltage loop. Both of the 
switChing devices are turned off. The current is forced to flow through both freewheeling 
diodes and the energy is returned from the motor to the supply. 

2. Control And Measuring Circuit 

This circuit. as shown in Fig.2, consists of five pans: a microcomputer, position and speed 
measuring circuits, a current reference circuit, a logic ci rcuit, and transistors drive circuits. 
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It consists mainly of tt-.e PC and an interface circuit. This implements control algorithms to 
adjust .he switching angles in o rder to give the desired response of the drive and to optimize 
the efficiency. The irnerface outpUt cOntrol signals are coupled with another signals to comrol 
the six power transistors of the power circuit. The feedback speed (:)m is sensed and scaled in 
the feedback circuit and 3pplied .0 the microcomputer control system. E~temai inputs to the 
contro l system are, the reference speed, the reference dir'!ction (both are entered by the 
keyboard), and the stop signal and the change mala r State signal. 

B. Posit io n nnd Speed Circuits 
The switching angles must be counted relative to a reference position. The reference position 
signal was generated by a shaft. position transducer. This consistS, as shown in Fig.4, of three 
optical sensors (SA, SB, and SC) mounted on the motor stator and an interrupting slotted 
disk, coupled to .he mOlOr shaft.. Each sensor is mounted at the axis of a stator-phase and 
moni tors the reference position of that phase. The obtained three signa1s SA, SB, and SC of 
the optical transducers are manipu lated to obtain the shaft position. The reference position 
signal generated, is loaded to the microcomputer: interface circuit from which, the speed, 
direction of rotation, and the inverter drive· pulses are obtained. 

FigA Position and Speed Transducer 

C. Current Limiting Ci rcuit 
This circuit is used to limit the current from rising above the mOlor rated current. It is used as 
a hysteresis comparator. It sense the phase current and compare it with a reference value. The 
output signal is a logic signal equals one (High) if the phase current is tess than the raled 
value and equals zero (Low) if the phase current is greater than Ihe rated current value. 
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D. The Logic Circuit 
This is a decoding circuit, it receives the control signals from the microco mput er interface 
circuit, the outputS of the current limiting circuit and the shaft position output signals and 
decodes these signals 10 produce the gate driving signals of the transistors. 

r.. The Drive Circuit 
For a device to be rumed on, a certain charge has 10 be supplied 10 the gat e 10 raise it to the 
desired voltage, whether in the linear region, or in the satu ration . Ideally, the best way 10 

achieve this is by means of a voltage SOUTce, capable of supplying any amount of current in 
the shortest possible time. If the device is operated as a switch, a large transient current 
capability of the drive circuit reduces the time spent in the linear region. thereby reducing the 
switching losses . Tum·on-time and tum-on·energy can be decreased by increasing the applied 
drive voltage. Increasing the drain stray inductance decreases tUm-on- losses, but increases 
the rum·off-Iosses by a far greater. amount . The smaller this inductance, the fas ter the 
switching time, and the lower the over all energy losses. It is good design practice, therefore, 
to keep this inductance as small as possible, by appropriate attention to circuit layout. 

III. System Simulation 

Aim of Analysis 
The aim of the following analysis is to get a control strategy with optimal efficiency. The 
performance of the SRLYf is carried out includ ing the calculation of the instantaneous phase 
current, the average torque, and the motor efficiency at constant speed and chosen switching 
angles (90n and ad. The data required for this analysis are the swi tching angles (eon and eJ, 
the chopping current limits (Icmin and Icmax), the dc vall age vaiue V dc, the motor speed, 
and the magnetic characteristics L(9,i). As a result from this analysis, a linear relation 
between the conduction· and switch-C'n-a'1gles fo r optimal eft1ciency is obtained. A.ccording 
this relation the hardware and software of the control system are implemented. 

Modeling of SRl"I 
In the nonlinear analysis of the SRM, the current dependent inductance and the phase 
resistance are considered. Thereby, the machine performance can b~ predicted with 
satisfactory degree of accuracy. Some assumptions are taken here in the nonlinear analysis, 
these are; 1·lhe mutual inductance between phases are neglected. 2- the iron losses are also 
neglected. Figure 5 shows current and inductance variations versus displacement angles. 
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Fig.S Phase inductance. current and voltage (a) Chopping mode (b) Single pulse mode 
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The voltage equation for a phase winding can be given by; 

±V = d",(e .;) • Rpi (3) 
dt 

where; Rp := phase winding resistance and ±V ::a the phase voltage, and the ± sign are 
dependent on the Slate of the electronic swl(ches. 

Solving Eq.3 eacn time with the proper sign, according to the switching period woether it is 
'on' or 'off, the corresponding current waveform can be obtained. Consequently the torque 
and, in tum, the machine perform::mce can be determined. A numerical solution ofEq.3 
makes it an essential demand to prepare the magnetic characteristics of the machine, list of 
",(e,i) 0 ' liSt of L(e, i) whm; 

",(e,i) = L(e.i)i (4) 

From Eq.4, it is deduced that, any of the cwo variables ,,,(e,i) or L(e,i) is known, the other 

variable will be determined at the same phase current value. The algorithm for current 
calculation taken here, is the lime stepping integ ration of the vohage equation. 

The voltage is generally known, being a function of the dc supply voltage and the states of 
the swi tches in the controller. At the CU rTent rotor position , the phase flux linkage is obtained 
by integrating Eq.J over the previous time step, and an updated value ofi must be found 
from the magnetization data. The procedure will be repeated, and then, the instantaneous 
phase current will be determined. 
The input power Pi to the motor is equal to the output mechanical power Pm and the power 
losses PI (copper losses). Then; 

(6) 

The input power can be calculated as shown in the following relation; 

(7) 

The power losses can be also calculated from the fo llowing equation; 

(8) 

Then; 
Pm":P, -PI =T,y.ro (9) 

From Eq. (9), the average torque T:tv is; 

(10) 

._----- - -- -.-- ---
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So, the. efficiency of the motor can also be calculated as follows: 

( " ) 
A block strucrure of (he sequence of the mathematical calculation is shown in Fig.6. The 
calculation will be eanied out over one (mor pole pitch. scans at 9 = 0 and ends at e = :2 rr./p, 
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11g.6 System SimulatiOn 

The input variables of the switching-togic block are 60n• Se, Iemax ' Icmin and j and gives 
the phase voltage as output. The phase voltage equals zero in the region of 0 < 9 < Sort' at the 
instant when 9 = 90n the phase voltage will go up to +-V dc' In the region of 
eon < 9 < Be -:- 9on , the phase voltage still equals +V de as long as tne phase currenl is less 
than the ma.'(imum limiting value . If the phase current reaches the ma-ci~um li miting value 
Icmax. the voltage will go down to zero, it remains zero until the phase current becomes less 
than the minimum limiting value !emin . then the voltage go up again to +V dc, as shown in 
Fig.5. At the instant when a is greater than 90n+Sc the voltage will go down to ,. V dc until 
the phase current equals zero. 

The winding resistance voltage drop iRp is subuacled from the output of the switching logic 
block. this give the value of the rate of change of the flux linkage d\IJ/dt. The output of the 
summing point is integrated to produce the flux linkage 'V, and then the flux linkage is divided 
on the inductance value to give the phase current value i. The inductance value is selected 
from the stored magnetic characteristics L(&,i) shown in Fig.7 according to the values of both 
a and phase current i from the previous step of calculation. The inductance between these 
curves can be calculated by linear interpolation. As the instantaneous current is known, the 
average torque and efficiency 'Will be calculated easily as shown in Eqs. (3~S, 6, 7, 8, 9). 

The algorithm of the calculation is the base of the computer program designed to calculate 
the motor performance. The computer calculation is carried out by using a simulator program 
called TUTSIM. This ready program is an analog computer simulation program. The outpUtS 

- --- - -- - - .. --- -- - - - - - - - -
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of this algorithm are (he pnase current at each step of calculation and, the average torque and 
efficiencyar the end of the calculation cycle. 

Fig.7 Measured Inductance variation versus rotor position and current as parameter 

The SRt'v1 model is resteo fo r the speed range starting from 200 rpm with step change of 200 
rpm up to 1200 rpm where rated speed is 300 rpm. Only performance curves for 200. 800, 
and 1200 rpm are given here. The following points were noted from the obtained figures: 

A. Normal Oper:ltion 

L At low speed, the motor is able to give OUtpUt torque greater than the rated torque. This is. 
because the motor speed is low so, the voltage forces the phase current to reach the 
maximum chopping current level value. Therefore, at low speeds, the rated torque can be 
taken from the mOlor at a small conduction-angle and advancing the switch-an-angle to 
the position of the begiMing of rising inductance region. Then. the phase current is 
prevented from fast rising. The chopping frequency is reduced and therefore the inverter 
efficiency is increased and also. the copper loss is reduced and so, the motor efficiency is 
increased . 

.., The efficiency curves of low conduction-angles have wide ranges of switch-on-angle Ihose 
give approximately the maximum efficiency, and these ranges are decreased in the 
direction of increasing conduction-angles. This is, because at low conduction-angle value, 
the currer:t rises and also decays to zero at the region ofincreasing inductance so, the peak 
value of the current will be .small, and tbe copper losses will be reduced. Also, the 
efficiency curves decay rapidly especially at low conduction-angles. 

3. The same torque car. oe developed for a rugher speed w1lh larger conduction-angle than 
that at lower speed. This is due to the fact of the higher the speed, the little the ch:lOce of 
rising of the phase current. The maximum torque of each curve is slill occurred at the 

------
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same switch-on angle, but it less than that at lower speed. Also the maximum torque is 
dependent on the maximum chopping current level. 

4. The efficiency in general increases with the speed for the same switch-on-angle and 
conduction-angle . 

S The relationship between the conduction-angle and the switch-on angle at any torque value 
can be represented by a straight line. So. the switching period can be defined by knowing 
the conduction-angle only. 

6 . The amount of delay-angle, at which the peak torque occurs, is proportional to the motor 
speed , as the motor speed is increased the delay must be l:1creased. Also. the motor is still 
able 10 develop the maximum allowable torque. This is because the motor speed is still 
blow the rated speed. 

7. At rated speed, the rate o f decay of the torque curves with respect to the switch-on angle 
is very high compared with the lower speeds. This is because, ~t high speed, if the switch
on angle is ad .... anced to the region of increasing inductance, the current will be prevented 
to be built up rapidly and to give the required torque. This is increased as the motOr speed 
is increased. The motor at this speed does not able to deliver the maximum allowable 
torque and it gives the rated torque at the rated conduction-angle and so, it gives the 
designed rated power at the rated speed. 

3. The maximum allowable tOrque equals ( 1 6l\~), ,he rated torque reaches (12 N1vl), and 
the rated conduction-angle is (300). 

9. If the running speeds are greater than the rated speed, therefore the single pulse mode is 
valid here and the chopping does not occur at these speeds . So, at the rated conduction
angle, the motor does not able to deliver the rated torque. As the speed is increased the 
motor developed torque is decreased . At the rated speed and lower, the mo tor develops 
the rated torque and greater but at speeds above the rated, the OUtput torque is decreased 
as the molar speed is increased. So, the motor c;:an be used in a drive system to develop a 
constant torque at speeds below the Tated speed (constant torque reglon), and a constant 
power at speeds above the rated (constant power region). 

The motor efficiency in general is greater than that in the case of the lower speeds. The linear 
relationship between the switch-on angle and the conduction-angle is still also valid. 

---~- ----
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Figure (1 I. b) shows the optimal switch-on-angle eon versus the average IOrque with motor 
speed as parameter. We note that, at certain torque value. the switch-on-angle is increased as 
the speed i:> decreased. This agrees with the fact that, the switching-on angle is properly 
delayed even 10 the rising region of the inductance. It will be effective not only to limit the 
current, but also to meet the needs of the current required by the given torque and also the 
system efficiency can be improved. At low speeds, the chance at' the current to be increased 
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(0 (he chopping level is very large and this will be limited by advancing the s~lch-on angl~ to 
limit the current and (!ives the same torque . Figure (lie) also shows the optimal conduction
angle Be versus the -load to rq:.Je with mOlor speed as parameter 1t will be seen that, the 
conduction-angle is increased as the motor speed is increased at certain torque value . 

IV. Control Strategy And Efficiency Optimization 

An important characteristic of the 5R1\.1 is its iOlherent nonlinearity. The inductance of the 
magnetic circuit is a nonlinear function of the rotor position and the phase current. Because 
of ihese nonlinearities, drive optimit3tion are performed numericaUy. 

As wen known, the SRM speed can be controlled by varying one or all of the control 
variables; choppil)g curren! level lchoo, switch-on angle 80n and the conduction-angle ec· 
Based on the chosen control strategy and the measured parameters, L(8,i) aod the mOtor 
winding resistance of the mOlor, the mathematical .models of both low speed chopping 
operation and high speed single pulse operation are built corresponding to the power circuit 
topology. During steady state operation at low- and high speeds, the cu rren! waveform, the 
average torque and the motor efficiency are resolved . Based on these calculated performance, 
the switching angles for obtaining the highest efficiency can be -:hosen. 

1. Con trol Strategy 

It is recommended that , control variables should be as less as possible in a control system in 
order to simplify control law and COntrol circuit. Many control strategies were carried Out in 
previous works, and it is obtained that the control strategy is differed from work to another. 
The control variables were taken in each work can be concluded into; 

I- Ichop , e on and ac by Torry (9) and Cai Wei. ( II) 
2- lhe mean control variable was taken by Bose (6] and A.R. Ou (10], is Ichop' 
3- the switch-on angle 90n is taken by both Goa (7J and Corda {S] . 

In this paper, the switeh-on allgle BOI1 and the t;Ol1dflclioJl-aJigle Be are taken ClS COlllrol 
variables and the chopping current [chop will be maintailled ai/he maxImum rated currem 
oj Ihe molor. So. the cOllfrol SlrOlE!gy depends 011 the vanation oj both /he sltlllch-on angle 
8011 and eOl1duction-allglltt 8e 10 give the desired torque aud speed with maximum efficiency. 

At any load torque and speed, the motor must be operated at switching angles according to 
that given in figures (lib, lie) to obtain optimal efficiency operation. So, II"tis curves must be 
stored in the motor control system if you want to operate it at optimal efficiency. This is very 
difficult 50, it is desired ·to get a simplified expression. 

As seen from Fig. ll c, the conduction-angle is directly proponional with (he average torque, 
so a curve can be plotted showing the optimal switch-on-angle versus the conduction-angle 
with mOtor speed as parameter. Such curve is shown in Fig.12a for all the speed range and 
Fig.12b for speed above 200 rpm. Iris clear that, the operating points can be implemented by 
a straight line with minimum error. The equation of this m(l,ight line is given by; 

eM = 16.5-0.5 e, fo r Q) > 200 rpm 

Q) < 200 rpm 
(12) 
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Therefore the control system mus t be arranged. so that output of the controller ;s the 
conduction-angle because it is proportional 10 the motor torque. By knowing [he conduction
angle value, the switch-cn-angle can be calculated according 10 Eq . 12. Practically, only the 
equation of the straight line is used for calculating the swiech-an-angle for all speeds from 
zero 10 the maximum value with sacrificing the optimality at low speeds . 
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(a) Total speed range (b) C)~200 rpm 2:1200 rpm 
Fig.12 Optimal switching angle 

From Eq.12, the control variables are reduced to only single conuol variable. by knowing one 
of these variables the other can be determined. The independent control variable is the 
conduction~angle ae and the dependent is the switch-an-angle Son 

According the above analysis, the control scheme ofFig.2 can now be simplified to the block 
diegram shown in Fig.n . It consists of PI controller, zero order holder, a 100J..."Up table for 
the conduction- and switch-an-angles, and the SRM. The zero holder gives an OutPU t signal 
proportional to the conduction-angle ae where the output of the lookup table is the 
corresponding switCh-an-angle. Both angles control the performance of the SRM.. 

Fig. 13 Control Block diagram fo r SRM 

2. Efficie ncy Opti mization 

The ratio of energy converted (EC) /0 energy inplll mllst be as high as possible. /0 maximi:e 
rhe Jysrem effiCiency. The EC of the system can be greatly increased by more effective use of 
the input energy (recovering some of the stored magnetic energy to be converted as 
mechanical output). There are twO methods to recover th,e returned energy of the SR.M:. the 
first, is the normal chopping and the second, is the freewheeling method. For normal 
chopping, both switches of the phase are opened and closed toge~her. When they are opened 
the stored magnetic energy causes the current to flow through the diodes, thus applying -V dc 
to the winding. The flux ramps down and energy is returned to the suppiy. When 

- --- --- --
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freewheel ing is employed. only one switch is opened (el(cept at the end of the co nduction 
period) and Ihe current circulates, with zero applied voltage, through one diode and the 
closed switch. The nux decays because of winding resistance and device voltage drops, which 
are small . Thus, when the supply is off, most of the stored magnetic energy is convened to 
mechanical OUtput. instead of being returned to the supply . The rise time of the current is the 
same wilh or without freewheeling, but the decay rafe is slower wit h freewheeling, as the 
impressed vohage is then zero (4, 5]. h is oblained that the energy circulation does not occur 
in Ihe case of freewheeling and Ineo. the EC is much higher. Also, the frequency of chopping 
is lower with than without freewheeling, so, the switching losses is reduced. The 
freewheeling method is the most efficient method 10 recover the Slored magnetic energy. 
JnIlS. ill'lil/ be applied in this work. 

V. Results aod Recommendations 

The SRlv! drive was built and opemed at wide range of speeds and torque loads . 
Comparison bel ween measured and (he calculated variables are carried out. The SRM drive 
was coupled with an inertia load and a dc machine as a torque load . The calculated 
~ri"onnance are the output average torque, the motor efficiency and the instantaneous phase 
current . The measured variables are the phase current wavefonTl. the phase voltage wavefonn 
and the OUtput power and torque of the dc machine. 

Figure 14 shows t!"le measured phase current waveform and drain to source volt age at speed 
equal to 800 rpm, conduction- angle 9(;..:29.50 • switch·on angle 80n""1.70 and the supply 
voltage equal to 172 volt. The output power from the de machine at this operating condit ion 
is equal to 177 W (T av ""2.11 NM). Therefore, the output power o f the SRM equals to the 
output power of Ihe dc machine plus the friction losses, Ihe stray losses of the de machine 
and the armature copper loss of the dc machine, therefore, it equals to 280 W. 

Figure 15 shows the calculated phase current and vohage at the same condition oflhe 
operating point in Fig. 14. The calcu lated outPUt 'power from the mOtor is equal to 316 W 
(T a\' -3.77 NM). 

The comparison between the measured and the calculated waveforms in Figs.( 14, 15) shows 
lhal, there are a great concordance between the measured and calculated current waveforms . 
The peak of the measured current waveform is equal to 4.6 A and for the calculated is 4.7 A . 
The measured phase current at switch·offinstanc is equal to 2.2 A and the measu red at the 
same positio n is equal to 2.4 A. The comparison shows that, the calculated performance can 
be accepted to be a measure of the actual performance of the motor with a little deviation. 

Figure 16 shows the measured phase curren! waveforms and the drain to source voltage al 
speed equal to 800 rpm. conduction-angle 9c=27.70 • switch.an angle 90 0=1 .70 and the 
supply voltage equal to 200 volt. The output power from the de machine at this operating 
condition is equal to 25 I W ( T av=3 NM). The measured outp'ut power from the SRM will be 
equal to 366 W. 

Figure 17 shows the calculated phase current and voltage al the same condition of the 
operating point in Fig.16. The calculated output power from Ihe SRJvl is equal 10 411 W 
(T IIv=5.4 NM). The comparison bet ween tne calculated and measured phase current 
wavefonn shows lnal, Ihere is minimum deviation between them also at this operati ng point. 
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Figure 18 shows the measured phase current and voltage waveforms at speed equal to 800 
rpm, conduction-angle 9c=32° , switch·on angle 90n=-1 0 and the supply voltage equal to 2 10 
volt. The output power from the momr is greater than that in the previou:) cases due to 
greater voltage and conduction-angle. So, the phase current is built up rapidly to reach the 
chopping level (here equal to 6A). The OUtput power from the d.c machine equals 10 384 W 
(Tav =4.6 NM). The measured output power equals to 536 W. . 

Figure 19 shows the calculated phase current and voltage at the same condition of the 
operating point in Fig.IS. It is seen that, the current reaches the chopping level, and the 
chopping is occurred one cycle only. this is happen in the measured and calculated waveform. 
The calculated output power from the motor is equal to 540 W (Tav =6.56 NM). 

Figure 20 shows the measured phase current and voitage at heavy load and high voltage 
approximately equal to the rated voltage of the motor and l isa the phase current is 
approximately equal to the rated. These measured waveforms are at speed equ:!.! to 896 rpm, 
eonduction·angle 9c=320 • switch·on-angle equal to 90n= _10 and supply voltage equal to 250 
volt. The measured output power from the de machine at Ihis operating point equals to 789W 
(Tav=8.4 NM). So, the measured output power from the SRlv[ equals to 1089.7 W. 

Figure 21 shows the calculated phase current and voltage at the same operating point of 
Fig.20. It is seen that the shape of the calculated waveform has approximately the same shape 
of the measured phase cu rrent with little deviation. The calculated output power from the 
motor equals to 1006.28 W (T av '""10.7247 NM). 

Figure 22 shows the measured ph?se current and voltage a. speed equals to 612 rpm with 
moderately large load and the chopping current levei is 6 A approltimaleiy. The conduction-
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angle equals to 320, the switch~on angle equals to ~Io. The bus voltage equals to 210.volt. 
Due to this high vall age and moderately low speed the current has the chance to be bUilt up 
rapidly to reach the chopping leve\. The chopping is occurr~d at the beginning ?f :he 
switching period by rwo chopping cycles and tends to repeat this at the end oflhe switching 
period. The measured outpUt power from the de machine at this operating point equals to 
3iSW (Tay:S.842NM). So, the output power from the SR.t\1 equals to S48W. 
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Figure 23 shows the calculated phase current and voltage at the same operating poi nt of 
Fig.22. It is seen that, the calculated phase current waveform do the same tWO chopping 
cycles at the beginning of the switching period as the measured waveform but it makes 
another chopping cycle at the end of the swilching period. This deviation is considered small 
because the measured waveform tends 10 be chopped at the end oflhe swltching cycle also. 
The calculated output power ITom the motor equaJs 10 572 W (Ta'" =8 .927 NM). 
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The above comparison between the measured and calculated performance at different 
operating points shows that, there are a great concordance between them. There fo re, the 
calcuiated results can be taken as a good reference to undemand Ihe motor performance and 
~ [ has a good accuracy to reflect the mOtor performance. So, the relationship between the 
co nduction-angle and the switch-on angle to obtain the optimal efficiency operation (Eq. 12) 
has a great confidence to be implemented by the control circui t to give the requ ired optimal 
operation. 

CONCLUSION 

A complete closed loop control system of Ihe SRM drive has been built in the laboratory and 
experimental investigation have been established . It is designed to be operated in fo ur 
quadrant at optimal efficiency opc:ration_ The complete system 

The motor speed and torque are controlled by controlling the swltcn·o n angle and the 
conduction angle and by maintaining the chopping cu rrent level equal to the fated current of 
the motor. To obtain the optimum combinations of the switch·on angle and the conduction 
angle, a computer program was designed to so lve the motor equivalent circuit and to 
calculate the moto r performance by using software program called TUTShV1 [12 J. It is 
obtained from the calculated perfonnance that, there are a simple re!ationsttip between the 
switch·on angle and the conduction angle to give optimum efficiency operation with the 
chosen comrol strategy. The comparison between the calcu!ated results and the measured 
are carried Out and show that. there is a great concordance between them. 

The implementatio n of the control circuit is carried out and satisfied. The control func tions 
include feedback speed control with speed loop, starting and position synchronized angle 
control. Because of the critical timing requirement, the angle comrol is implemented with 
dedicated digital hardware. The feedback speed is measured by using a shaft position sensor 
mounted on the shaft of the motor. A PI controller is used to improve the system stability and 
to eliminate the steady state speed error. The c~ntroller action is implemented by using a 
microcomputer system based on the 8086 assembly language. A simple interface circuit has 
been built for data transfer and also to implement the digital angle contro l circuit. 
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